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ABSTRACT
In this paper an image inpainting approach based on the construction of a composite curve for the restoration of the
edges of objects in an image using the concepts of parametric and geometric continuity is presented. It is shown that this
approach allows to restore the curved edges and provide more flexibility for curve design in damaged image by
interpolating the boundaries of objects by cubic splines. After edge restoration stage, a texture restoration using 2D
autoregressive texture model is carried out. The image intensity is locally modeled by a first spatial autoregressive
model with support in a strongly causal prediction region on the plane. Model parameters are estimated by Yule-Walker
method. Several examples considered in this paper show the effectiveness of the proposed approach for large objects
removal as well as recovery of small regions on several test images.
Keywords: image inpainting, edge reconstruction, spline interpolation, texture synthesis, autoregressive model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image inpainting or image reconstruction is an important topic in image processing. The main goal of image inpainting is
to restore missing area of “empty” pixels using an information from the outside of the damaged domain. Digital
inpainting serves a wide range of applications, such as removing text and logos from still images or videos,
reconstructing scans of deteriorated images by removing scratches or stains, or creating artistic effects. This problem is
also especially valuable in computer vision systems for image editing and recovery of missing blocks in image coding.
Most of image reconstruction methods can be classified into the following groups based on geometry [1-6], statistics [69], sparsity [10-12], exemplars [13-17] and edges [18-21] methods. The following models of images are used in image
inpainting: bounded variation image model, local inpainting, total variation models, curvature-driven diffusions model
and Markov random fields model. All these models are used in the methods which compute an optimal solution based on
partial differential equations (PDE). In these methods, also called as diffusion-based, missing pixels are restored by a
smooth propagation of information from the neighborhood of the holes by a diffusion process [1-6]. These techniques
often introduces a blur in sharp transitions in image and image contours, and need a priori information to select
parameters of the method. They are suitable for removal of scratches and small defects on the structure of images, but
often fail to restore the texture image and curved contours.
A second group of image inpainting methods uses the frequency domain processing and sparse representation model. It
should be noted that these methods often tend to blur textures and structures in a recovery of large areas of missing
pixels. These iterative methods are also highly computationally expensive.
A third group of image inpainting methods is based on non-parametric sampling model and texture synthesis. Criminisi
et al. [13] have proposed a patch-based method based on searching for similar patches and coping them from the true
image. These methods are limited to inpaint linear structures and often fail to recover curvy boundary edges.
Recently there have been developed various image inpainting methods based on combinational structure and texture
propagation. These techniques are more suitable for structure and texture reconstruction, but requires significant
computational time to inpaint large missing regions.
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The main drawbacks of the known methods come from the fact that the most of them are unable to recover the curved
edges and applicable only for scratches and small defects removal. It should be also noted that these methods often blur
image in the recovery of large areas with missing pixels. Most of these methods are computationally very demanding and
inappropriate for implementation on modern mobile platforms.
In this paper we introduce a novel algorithm for automatic image inpainting based on 2D autoregressive texture model,
exemplar-based and structure curve construction. An approach of the construction of a composite curve for the
restoration of the edges of objects in an image using the concepts of parametric and geometric continuity is presented. It
is shown that this approach allows to restore the curved edges and provide more flexibility for curve design in damaged
image by interpolating the boundaries of objects by cubic splines.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method. This is followed by a description
of the basic idea of the proposed image inpainting approach based on texture model and structure curve construction.
Section 3 presents key steps of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results are given in Section 4, followed by the
Conclusion section.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Image model
In this work we use geometric image model [21]. Any image can be divided into several areas such as texture regions,
non texture and edges on the local geometric features. In an image there are texture areas, separated by boundaries,
which may have a thickness of several pixels and have a different spatial configuration. In this case, we assume that the
boundaries are smooth in the sense that they can be approximated by polynomials of low orders. Thus, the region with a
missing pixel values may be surrounded by one or more regions, separated by edges.

 



A discrete image defined on a I  J rectangular grid is denote Yi, j i  1, I , j  1, J . When each element Yi , j is a random

 

variable, Yi , j

is called a discrete random field. A simplified mathematical model of the original image can be

represented as follows: Yi, j  (1  M i, j )  Si, j  M i, j  Ri, j , i  1, I , j  1, J , where S i , j are the true image pixels;





M  M i , j is a binary mask of the distorted values of pixels (1 - corresponds to the missing pixels, 0 - corresponds to the

true pixels); Ri , j are missing pixels; I is the number of rows, and J is the number of columns.
Figure 1 shows the image model, where the region Y is schematically presented in the form of three sub-regions,
representing several types of texture regions,  1 ,  2 are the boundaries of the image with a first texture,  3 ,  4 are the
boundaries of the image with a second texture, R are missing pixels intersecting with the boundaries  1 ,  2 ,  3 и  4 .
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Figure 1. The image model
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2.2. The proposed method
In [21] we have proposed the algorithm which allows to restore both large and small regions with missing pixel values
with a high accuracy. This is achieved by a separate reconstruction of the structure and texture regions in images. For each
class of regions we apply an approach that provides the best possible result. This algorithm has some disadvantages. First,
a limitation of segmentation based of a structure tensor, which is particularly manifested in the textures with similar
statistical characteristics. Second, searching patches in the texture restoration requires significant computational
complexity to restore large texture areas. The exemplar-based methods use a non-parametric sampling model and texture
synthesis. Often an image has not enough patches to copy from because the patch size is large or the mask is placed on a
singular location on the image where cannot be found similar patches. The problem of choosing similar exemplar using
only part of patch is a common one for all exemplar-based inpainting methods. We will tackle this problem by first stage
restoration using AR model for prediction lost pixels in the patch.
The purpose of this work is to modify our previous algorithm in order to overcome all above mentioned drawbacks. We
introduce a novel algorithm for automatic image inpainting based on 2D autoregressive texture model and structure curve
construction. In this case any image can be divided into several areas such as texture regions and edges on the local
geometric features and different spatial configuration. An image inpainting approach based on the construction of a
composite curve for the restoration of the edges of objects in an image using the concepts of parametric and geometric
continuity is presented. It is shown that this approach allows to restore the curved edges and provide more flexibility for
curve design in damaged image by interpolating the boundaries of objects by cubic splines. After edge restoration stage, a
texture restoration using 2D autoregressive texture model and exemplar-based method are carried out. In this paper we
propose an algorithm to represent and reproduce texture regions based on the estimation of spatial autoregressive
processes. The image intensity is locally modeled by a first spatial autoregressive model with support in a strongly causal
prediction region on the plane. Model parameters are estimated by Yule-Walker method.

2.3. Segmentation and structure curve construction
One of the most important and ubiquitous tasks in image analysis is segmentation. This is a critical intermediate step in
all high level object-recognition tasks. In this paper we used a method for segmenting images that was developed by
Chan and Vese in [22]. This is a powerful, flexible method that can successfully segment many types of images,
including some that would be difficult or impossible to segment with classical thresholding or gradient-based methods.
The Chan-Vese algorithm is an example of a geometric active contour model. Such models begin with a contour in the
image plane defining an initial segmentation, and then we evolve this contour according to some evolution equation. The
goal is to evolve the contour in such a way that it stops on the boundaries of the foreground region. There are various
ways to define the evolution equation; for example, the contour might move with a velocity that depends on the local
curvature at a given point or the image gradient at that point.
However, CV model still has some intrinsic limitations. First, CV model generally works for images with intensity
homogeneity since it assumes that the intensities in each region always maintain constant. Thus, it often leads to poor
segmentation results for images with intensity inhomogeneity due to wrong movement of evolving curves guided by
global image information. Second, the segmentation of CV model is usually dependent on the placement of the initial
contour, especially for the complicated images. Sometimes, the different results will be obtained on the same image by
using different initial contours. Thus, the placement of initial contour is still an important issue for CV model to get
successful segmentation in complicated images. To solve the limitations of CV model, many efficient implementation
schemes have been proposed [23]. For example, in [23], Vese and Chan extended their original model in [22] by using a
multiphase level set formulation.
The Chan–Vese (CV) model is an alternative solution to the Mumford–Shah problem which solves the minimization of
by minimizing the following energy functional:
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where  , 1 and 2 are positive constant, usually fixing 1  2  1 , с1 and с2 are the intensity averages of u0 inside
C and outside C , respectively.
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For CV model using the intensity average only, texture image segmentation is another difficult issue since intensity
averages cannot represent the texture information inside and outside the target objects. In many texture images, due to
the difference of the intensity averages of neighboring textures, the small textures in objects will be segmented while the
desirable whole objects will be not separated. Therefore, other information should be introduced for texture image
segmentation. Chan and Vese suggested using texture information or features extracted from the original image, such as
the curvature or the orientation of level sets, to overcome the difficulty [22].
In Figure 2 examples of image segmentation using CV methods for different images are given.
Iterations

Input Image

a)

b)
Iterations

Input Image

d)

Global Region -Based Segmentation

c)
Global Region -Based Segmentation

e)
Figure 2. Segmentation of the test images

f)

The first step is to find a correspondence between the boundaries that are crossing regions with missing pixels Ri , j . In
Fig. 3a an example of segmenting  into three clusters ( 1 - the first cluster, 3 - the second cluster,  2 и  4 - the
third cluster) is shown. The pixels around the damaged image regions are clustered using boundaries, which allow to
define the correspondence between the pixels from different patches.
In the next step of the algorithm we analyze the edges  1,  2 .. k .. L , k  1, L (Fig. 3b) crossing the area with a missing
pixels R and their correlation to the same boundary. For example, in Figure 3b,  1 ,  2 are parts of the first boundary

 1 2 and  3 ,  4 are parts of the second boundary  3 4 .
For the cubic spline interpolation of each of the pairs of parts of the curves the concepts of parametric and geometric
continuity are used. For the resulting pairs of the points Pk and Pl on the edges in the true image and non-zero tangent
vectors Q k and Q l , the cubic Hermite curve is determined with the vector equation in following form [21]:

B(t )  (1  3t 2  2t 2 ) Pk  t 2 (3  2t ) Pl  t (1  2t  t 2 )Qk  t 2 (1  t )Ql , 0  t  1.
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Figure 3. Edges detection and analysis

A matrix form of parametric equations describing the elementary cubic Hermite curve is given below:
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where M is a basis matrix of the cubic Hermite curve, G is a geometric matrix.
For a recovery procedure of edges on the basis of spline interpolation, see in more details [21]. In Figure 4 examples of
structure curve construction are given.
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a)
b)
Figure 4. Examples of structure curve construction

2.4. Texture restoration
The Fast Marching method is used in order to select a restored pixel in the area R , based on the solution of Eikonal
equation T  1 in the R and T  0 on the border S , where the solution of the equation T is the distance map of  p
pixels to the boundary S [24]. Thus, the selected pixel is the closest pixel to the boundary S . After the restoration of
the pixel value, the boundary changes, the values T are recalculated, and again a pixel to be restored is selected.
The texture restoration algorithm is a modification of the example-based image inpainting algorithm proposed by
Criminisi et al. [13]. The main drawbacks of EBM include: visible boundaries on the reconstructed image between
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similar patches; an incorrect restoration in absence of similar blocks; a dependence of reconstruction error on a block
size.
One of the major problems in original inpainting method is a process of searching the patch with the maximum similarity
to a selected patch using mean squared error metric. In Figure 5 we draw an example when the patch  q (1) is closer to the
patch  p (in mean squared sense) than  q ( 2 ) . As a result, the algorithm will produce visually poor result (the metric
defined only for the true pixel in  p ). Thus, the criterion to search the best match using only part of patch may lead for
some images to uncorrected reconstruction since a searching method using small part of the patches.

 q(1)

p

 q(2)

Figure 5. The incorrect restoration

The purpose of this work is to modify an exemplar-based method in order to overcome above mentioned drawbacks.
The pixels belonging to the boundary of the recovery region will be denoted by Si , j , where: i  1, N , j  1, M .
At the first step of the algorithm, for each pixel boundary S we choose a square block  p in order to find the most
similar patch. In most cases in such block are absent many pixels what leads to significant error in searching a similar
patch. We will tackle this problem by first stage restoration using AR model for prediction lost pixels in the patch.
Most of the images of interest, for example, the images of cultivated fields and concentration of population are naturally
rich in texture, level of gray, etc. During the past decades, image representation and image texture recovery have
been important and challenging topic. The spatial autoregressive model (2D-AR model) has been extensively used to
represent images [25, 26].
The 2D-AR model does not require a large number of parameters to represent different real scenarios [27]. In
particular, the first-order 2D-AR model is able to represent a wide range of texture images, as is shown in Figure 6.
We represent a patch as 2D Random fIeld [28]:

Xs 




ms (o, p  m

 X s m 




ns (o,q  n

  s n   s ,

(2)

where (m ) ms (o, p  and (n ) ns (o,q  denotes, respectively the autoregressive and moving average parameters with

0  0  1 , and  s denotes a sequence of distributed centered random variables with variance  2 .
Similarly if q  0 the process is called spatial autoregressive random field, and it is defined as:

Xs 




ms ( o, p  m

 X s m   s .

(3)

In case first-order AR model s0,0, 1,1  (0,1), (1,1), (1,0) and the model is of the form:

X m,n  (1,0)  X ( m1,n)  (1,1)  X (m1,n1)  (0,1)  X (m,n1)  (m,n) .
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(4)

For finite order AR model the parameters can be estimated by using a 2D extension of the Yule-Walker equations [29].
L .I

;:k!

Figure 6. Synthesized textures

After a texture restoration using 2D autoregressive texture model the exemplar-based method are carried out for every  p .
On the true image S we find patch  q , for which the Euclidean distance is minimal (Fig. 7):
DE ( p , q ) 

 (

p

 q ) 2 
 min .

The pixels in a missing area R is restored by copying the corresponding pixels

(5)

of the block q found within the

restored boundaries.

q

q

p

p

R
S


1-2



3-4

Figure 7. Texture restoration

3. ALGORITHM
We summarize the algorithm in the following scheme (Fig. 8).
1. Segmentation using Chan–Vese (CV) model
The image around missing area in our scheme is segmented by the Chan–Vese (CV) model which solves the minimization
of the energy functional.
2. Edges analysis and restoration using cubic splines
For the cubic spline interpolation of each of the pairs of parts of the curves the concepts of parametric and geometric
continuity are used. For the resulting pairs of points Pk and Pl on the edge in the true image and non-zero tangent vectors
Q k and Q l , the cubic Hermite curve is determined.
3. The choice of the boundary pixel by fast marching method
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The fast marching method is used in order to select a restored pixel in the area R , based on the solution of Eikonal
equation T  1 in R and T  0 on the border S , where the solution of the equation T is the distance map of  p
pixels to the boundary S .
4. Texture restoration using 2D autoregressive texture model
After edge restoration stage, a patch  p restoration using 2D autoregressive texture model is carried out. The image
intensity is locally modeled by a first spatial autoregressive model with support in a strongly causal prediction region on
the plane.
5. Modified exemplar-based method
The texture in our scheme is restored by an exemplar-based method. Around the pixel p selected by fast marching
method, a patch  p is defined. In the next step, on the true image S the patches q are found for which the Euclidean
distance is minimal.

Structure restoration
Segmentation using
Chan–Vese (CV) model
Edges analysis and restoration
using cubic splines

The choice of the boundary pixel by Fast
marching method
Texture restoration
Texture restoration using 2D
autoregressive
texture model
Texture
restoration
Modified exemplar-based method
Texture restoration

Repeat this block for all
restoring pixels

Figure 8. The proposed inpainting algorithm

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the presented scheme is verified on the test images with missing pixels, which are on the borders with
the intensity changes in brightness. For evaluation purposes we use database of 100 images. After applying the missing
mask, all images have been inpainted by four different methods. In Figures 9-10 examples of image restoration (a - the
original image, b - the image with a missing pixels, c - the image reconstructed by the Navier-Stockes [1], d - the image
reconstructed by the Telea [30], e - the image reconstructed by the EBM [13], f - the image reconstructed by the proposed
method) are shown.
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f)

A main feature of the test images is the fact that the regions with missing pixels are located at the intersection of the curve
boundaries that need to be extrapolated. The test images have several texture and structure regions with different
geometrical characteristics. The TM and Navier-Stockes method blurs same regions and the EBM is fail in restoration in
the absence of similar blocks. The results show that the proposed method can correctly restore the structure and texture
regions. It's worth noting that the method does not smear during the restoration of large areas of missing pixels.

 S
N

To compare the reconstruction images objective quality criteria RMSE 

M

i, j

 Si, j

2

N  M have been used.

i 1 j 1

Table 1 shows numerical comparison of methods, in terms of quality metric RMSE 



100
k 1

RMSE k 100 . It is worth

noting that the error values confirm the visual analysis. The proposed method provides smaller reconstruction errors, on
average 90% less than the processing of other techniques.
Table 1. Comparison of RMSE for test images.

RMSE
Navier-Stockes [1]

Telea [30]

EBM [13]

Proposed method

0,1239

0,1232

0,1014

0,0654

5. CONCLUSION
The paper presents an image inpainting algorithm based on the texture and structure reconstruction of images. This is
achieved due to a separate reconstruction of a composite curve for the restoration of the edges of objects in an image and
texture synthesis using 2D autoregressive texture model. The image intensity is locally modeled by a first spatial
autoregressive model with support in a strongly causal prediction region on the plane. Several examples presented in this
paper demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm in restoration of different areas of the test images having different
geometrical characteristics.
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